Autonomous folding in the membrane proximal HIV peptide gp41(659-671): pH tuneability at micelle interfaces.
The flexibility of the Membrane Proximal Region (MPR) of the HIV-1 gp41 envelope glycoprotein is believed to be relevant to its biological function. Its conformational bias is potentially influenced by the various environmental conditions experienced during viral fusion. Using a combination of Circular Dichroism and Molecular Dynamics simulations, we show that a very short MPR fragment gp41(659-671) spanning the 2F5 monoclonal antibody epitope, exhibits autonomous helical folding in the presence of membrane mimicking SDS micelles and the extent of which can be tuned by pH variation: Specifically, the peptide shows no defined fold type at basic pH but is helical at physiological and lower pH environments. By contrast, no such control of helical folding by pH is observed in aqueous solutions in the absence of SDS. Instead, the experimental data imply that unfolded structures persist and that pH has negligible influence on conformational bias. We also explore the pronounced sensitivity to standard empirical potentials and conclude that AMBER-ff03 provides a reasonably accurate description of the solution state structure and is therefore a good choice for future exploration of membrane-induced phenomena.